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Abstract   The structural characteristics of 
4-coordinate BO4 [B(1)] and 3-coordinate BO3 [B(2)] 
groups in BiB3O6 were studied by 11B magic angle 
spinning (MAS) and single-crystal nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. The spin–lattice 
relaxation time in the laboratory frame, T1, for 11B 
decreased slowly with increasing temperature, 
whereas the spin–lattice relaxation times in the 
rotating frame, T1ρ, for B(1) and B(2), which differed 
from T1, were nearly constant. Further, T1ρ for B(1) 
and B(2) showed very similar trends, although the T1ρ 
value of B(2) was shorter than that of B(1). The 
3-coordinate BO3 and 4-coordinate BO4 were 
distinguished by 11B MAS NMR spectrum and T1ρ.  
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Introduction 
 
BiB3O6 was first described in early 1962 by 
investigation of the binary phase diagram for 
Bi2O3–B2O3 

1. Later, in 1982, the first single crystals 
of BiB3O6 were grown2-4. BiB3O6 single crystals have 
been of considerable interest during the last decade 
owing to their highly efficient nonlinear optical 
(NLO) properties in second-harmonic generation5 as 
well as third-harmonic generation applications6. The 

complex structural characteristics of borate 
compounds lead to a great variety in the selection of 
structural types favorable for NLO effects, and the 
anionic group theory can be used to systematically 
elucidate which structural unit is most likely to 
exhibit large nonlinearities. In particular, many 
studies discussed the bond parameter methods, 
anharmonic oscillator models, and bond charge 
model7, 8. Chen’s group9 has turned its attention to 
borates. They recognized that borate compounds 
have numerous structural types because borate atoms 
may have either 3- or 4-fold coordination. In addition, 
they10-12 suggested that the π-conjugated orbital 
system of an acentric planar organic molecule with 
charge transfer between donor and acceptor 
substituent groups was mainly responsible for the 
presence of a large second-order susceptibility in 
such molecules. Previous investigations have 
established that bismuth triborate, BiB3O6, has 
superior NLO properties as compared to other borate 
crystals113-17; for example, its effective nonlinear 
coefficient is 4 times that of LiB3O5 and 1.5 times 
that of BaB2O4

18. BiB3O6 is a non-ferroelectric, polar 
crystal with outstanding physical properties, and it 
has quickly come to be recognized as an excellent 
NLO material 19-24.  
The relaxation mechanisms of BiB3O6 have been 
studied by examining the 11B spin–lattice relaxation 
time, T1, in the laboratory frame25. However, the 
relaxation times of the 4-coordinate B(1) atoms and 
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3-coordinate B(2) atoms cannot be distinguished 
because the central resonance lines of B(1) and B(2) 
overlap. To obtain detailed information about the 
environments of the two types of borons, it is 
necessary to measure the spin–lattice relaxation times 
in the rotating frame T1ρ of 11B nuclei.  
In this paper, the structural characteristics of 
3-coordinate BO3 and 4-coordinate BO4 groups in 
BiB3O6 were studied using 11B magic angle spinning 
(MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and 
single-crystal NMR spectroscopy. These results can 
be used to develop guidelines for identifying and 
developing NLO materials.  
 

Crystal structure 
 
BiB3O6 crystals have a monoclinic structure with 
space group C2 (C2

3) and cell parameters a=7.116 Å, 
b=4.993 Å, c=6.508 Å, and β=105.62° 26. These 
crystals consist of (B3O6)3– rings forming sheets of 
corner-sharing BO3 triangles and BO4 tetrahedra, 
linked by 6-coordinate bismuth cations27, as shown in 
Fig. 1. A lone-pair electron is located on the bismuth 
cation. The structure contains sheets formed by BO3 
triangles and BO4 tetrahedra in a 2:1 ratio. Here, each 
BO4 tetrahedron is connected to four BO3 triangles, 
each of which serves as a link to a further BO4 
tetrahedron. The bond lengths of the B(2)–O triangle 
(1.373 Å) are much shorter than those of the B(1)–O 

tetrahedron (1.465 Å) (4).  
 
 
Experimental methods 
 
Single crystals of BiB3O6 were grown by the 
top-seeded method. The as-grown BiB3O6 crystals 
were transparent and colorless, and 3 mm × 3 mm × 
2 mm in size.  
The NMR signals of the 11B nuclei in the BiB3O6 
single crystals were measured using a Bruker DSX 
400 FT NMR spectrometer at the Korea Basic 
Science Institute. The static magnetic field was 9.4 T, 
and the central radio frequency was set at ωo/2π = 

128.34 MHz for the 11B nucleus. The spin–lattice 
relaxation times in the laboratory frame, T1, were 
measured by applying a pulse sequence of π/2–t–π/2. 
The width of the π/2 pulse was 0.25 μs for 11B. The 
nuclear magnetizations S(t) of the 11B nuclei at time t 
after the π/2 pulse were determined from each 
saturation recovery sequence following the pulse.  
In addition, to obtain the spin–lattice relaxation time 
in the rotating frame, T1ρ, solid-state NMR 
experiments were performed using a Bruker 400 
MHz NMR spectrometer. An MAS 11B NMR 
experiment was performed at a Larmor frequency of 
128.34 MHz. The samples were placed in the 4 mm 
cross-polarization/MAS probe as powders. The MAS 

Figure 1. View of BO4 tetrahedra, B(1), and BO3 
triangles, B(2), in BiB3O6. Figure 2. 11B NMR spectrum of BiB3O6 single crystal at 

room temperature [■: B(1), ○ and ●: B(2)]. 
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rate was set to 13 kHz for 11B MAS to minimize the 
spinning sideband overlap. The width of the π/2 pulse 
for 11B was 2.5 μs, which corresponds to a 
spin-locking field strength of 100 kHz.  

 
Experimental results and discussion 
 
The 11B (I = 3/2) NMR spectrum of BiB3O6 crystals 
usually consists of a central line and two satellite 
lines. Here, when the magnetic field was applied 
along the b- axes of the crystal, three groups of 
resonance lines were observed. The 11B spectrum 
obtained at room temperature indicates the presence 
of two types of chemically inequivalent 11B nuclei, 
denoted B(1) and B(2), as shown in Fig. 2. The 
difference in intensity ratios in the spectrum is 
associated with chemically inequivalent positions of 
11B atoms in the unit cell19. The weaker and stronger 
signals represent the 11B NMR lines for B(1) and 
B(2), respectively. Further, the two signals for the 
B(2) nucleus represent magnetically inequivalent but 
chemically equivalent positions25. In the BiB3O6 
spectra, the zero point of the horizontal axis 
corresponds to the resonance frequency of the 11B 
nucleus (i.e., 128.34 MHz). The central transition is 
virtually unshifted by the quadrupole interaction, and 
the separations between the lines for both B(1) and 

B(2) do not vary with temperature. Thus, we can 
conclude that the quadrupole parameters of B(1) and 
B(2) differ and are independent of temperature. The 
no variation in the splitting of the 11B resonance lines 
with temperature indicates that the electric field 
gradient tensor (EFG) at the B sites remains 
unchanged, which in turn means that the atoms 
neighboring the 11B nuclei are not displaced when the 
temperature is varied.  
The 11B spin–lattice relaxation times in the laboratory 
frame, T1, for B(1) and B(2) cannot be distinguished 
because the central lines of B(1) and B(2) overlap. 
Thus, the relaxation times of the 4-coordinate B(1) 
and 3-coordinate B(2) cannot be distinguished. 
Therefore, T1 was measured by applying the 
saturation recovery method to the central resonance 
line. The magnetizations of the 11B nuclei were 
measured at several temperatures. The recovery 
traces for the central resonance line of 11B with 
dominant quadrupole relaxation can be expressed as 
combinations of two exponential functions. T1 was 
determined directly from the slope of a plot of log 
[S(∞) – S(t)]/S(∞) versus time t. The recovery traces 
at each temperature are different, and the slopes of 
the traces decrease with increasing temperature. The 
temperature dependences of T1 for 11B NMR 
determined with the magnetic field along the b- and 

Figure 3. Temperature dependences of the spin–lattice 
relaxation time in the laboratory frame T1 for 11B nucleus 
in BiB3O6 single crystal. 

Figure 4. 11B MAS NMR spectrum of BiB3O6 at room 
temperature [B(1): 4-coordinate BO4, B(2): 3-coordinate 
BO3]. 
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c-axes are shown in Fig. 3. The T1 values for both 

crystal directions are the same within the 
experimental error range. The relaxation time 
decreased with increasing temperature, and the T1 
values for 11B were very long (400–3000 s).  
The structure of the boron in BiB3O6 was analyzed by 
a solid-state NMR method. The 11B MAS NMR 
spectrum of BiB3O6 at room temperature is shown in 
Fig. 4. It consists of two peaks at chemical shifts of δ 
= –20.13 and –10.24 ppm, which indicate the two 
types of boron. The spinning sidebands are marked 
with asterisks. The signals at chemical shifts of 
–20.13 ppm and –10.24 ppm are assigned to the 
tetrahedral BO4 [B(1)] and trigonal BO3 [B(2)] 
groups, respectively. The former signal is strong, 
whereas the latter is weak and broad. The 
4-coordinate B(1) and 3-coordinate B(2) is consistent 
with a ratio of 1:2 in a unit cell. 
Further, the 11B spin-lattice relaxation times in the 
rotating frame, T1ρ, were taken at several 
temperatures in BiB3O6. The nuclear magnetization 
recovery traces obtained for B(1) and B(2) were 
described by a single exponential function, S(t) = 
S(∞)exp(–t/T1ρ) 28: the recovery traces showed a 
single exponential decay at all temperatures. The 
recovery traces of the 11B MAS NMR spectrum are 
shown in Fig. 5 as a function of delay time from 1000 

ns to 200 ms. The slopes of the recovery traces are 
nearly the same at each temperature. The temperature 
dependences of the 11B spin–lattice relaxation time in 
the rotating frame, T1ρ, for B(1) and B(2) are shown 
in Fig. 6. T1ρ is nearly temperature independent, and 
the values for 4-coordinate B(1) and 3-coordinate 
B(2) show similar trends, with that of B(1) being 
slightly longer than that of B(2). The relaxation time 
for 11B is very short (0.2–0.1 ms). 

 
 
Conclusion 

 
The spin–lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame 
T1ρ is generally similar to the spin–lattice relaxation 
time in the laboratory frame T1. Measurements of T1ρ 
have the advantage of probing molecular motion in 
the kilohertz range, whereas T1 reflects motion in the 
megahertz range. 11B MAS and 11B single-crystal 
NMR spectroscopy are well-established analytical 
tools used in several areas to examine the diverse 
structural chemistry of boron. Here we used them to 
examine the structural characteristics of 4-coordinate 
BO4 [B(1)] and 3-coordinate BO3 [B(2)] groups in 
BiB3O6. The T1 values for 11B decreased slowly with 
increasing temperature, whereas T1ρ was nearly 
constant. T1 differed greatly from T1ρ; T1 ~ 800 s and 
T1ρ ~ 0.15 ms at room temperature. Further, T1ρ for 

Figure 5. Saturation recovery of B(1) and B(2) in BiB3O6 
as a function of delay time t at room temperature. 

Figure 6. Temperature dependences of the spin–lattice 
relaxation time in the rotating frame T1ρ for B(1) and B(2) 
in BiB3O6. 
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4-coordinate B(1) and 3-coordinate B(2) showed very 
similar trends. The results made it possible to 
distinguish 3-coordinate BO3 and 4-coordinate BO4 
boron using 11B MAS NMR spectrum and T1ρ. This 
research can be used to explain the 
structure–property relationships in most known NLO 

crystals of various structural types and to establish 
guidelines for identifying and developing new NLO 
materials. 
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